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years, the scarcity of goods and services was still serious. The
demand for leisure had to be weighed against a denial of some of the
essentials. But with the marginal utility of many goods and services
becoming a century later either negligible or near zero, the demand
for leisure would assume an altogether different dimension.
With so much of leisure, the major social, philosophical and tech-
nical concern of mankind would be not the conquest of scarcity,
but the orderly provision of "happiness" to what sociologists
have called the "lonely crowd".
 (3)	At the assumed level of income the economic problem as
we have so far understood it would   cease to exist.   Economic
development in absolute terms would therefore not be necessary.
This outlook is, however, significantly different from previous
suggestions of a stationary state, or stagnation of mature economies.
In these cases, there was an imperative need for growth, but it
was interrupted or terminated owing to a fall in the rate of profits,
or disappearance of effective demand. The abolition of the economic
problem presupposes that economic growth itself would no longer
be needed.
 (4)	A large part of the intricate framework of world's religions,
philosophy,  social and political thought,  and institutions was
built up when the economic problem occupied the centre of the
stage in mankind^ speculations and struggles.   It can hardly be
doubted that once it is abolished or finally overcome, this whole
edifice would require a fundamental reconstruction.   Even when
its precise directions may not be indicated at this stage, the need
for it is obvious.   There has usually been a pronounced time-lag
for human thought and behaviour to adjust to changes in environ-
ment.   The lag could be extremely serious, however, when what
would be involved is a fundamental adjustment of most of our
values and institutions.
An analysis of the outlook for the next century focusses attention
to this major need. It is perhaps time now to undertake the widest
speculation aimed at a profound rethinking and refashioning of the
present values and institutions\o meet the requirements of the
decades to come.

